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Introduc�on 
In the September Amazon Aggregator survey, PNW Web Marke�ng reviewed 28 aggregators by capital 
raised and es�mated health. For this report, we narrowed the list down to 3 of the largest aggregators 
who disclose their brands and dove deep into their sales.  

These aggregators collec�vely own over a hundred brands, but we focused on just 2 brands from each 
aggregator for this review. Luckily more aggregators are publicly disclosing more of their brands than 
ever. 
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GlobalBees Summary 
GlobalBees has raised ~300M and is based out of New Delhi, India.  They are one of the largest 
aggregators and one neat thing is you can shop all their brands on a single Shopify website. Many of 
GlobalBees execu�ves’ leaders come from Edelweiss and have a finance or startup background.  

 

Rey Naturals 
Introduction 
Rey Naturals is a hair care and beauty brand based on Amazon India but with some of their top selec�on 
on the US. They are focused on natural hair care and natural oils like castor or coconut.  

 

Figure 1 Rey Naturals' storefront Amazon.in 

India is the world’s largest producer of castor oil and Rey Naturals appears stays focused on core 
products that are produced domes�cally.  
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Figure 2 Rey Naturals has a nascent DTC offering that is growing in India 

Rey Naturals has ~15 ac�ve SKUs on Amazon.in; their best-selling product sells ~1,000 units a month and 
has 27,935 reviews.  

 

Estimated revenue 
Finally, Rey Naturals’ revenue per month is estimated at $11,500 USD but overall sales to their brand 
appear to be declining or flat YoY mostly due to increased competition. This excludes their estimated US 
revenue which is <$1,000 USD. 
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Kuvings 
Introduction 
Kuvings is a juicing brand doing significant sales in the US and Indian markets. Their business healthy and 
stable with no large declines seen in recent sales history.  

 

Figure 3 The Amazon.com Kuvings Storefront 
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Figure 4 Kuvings.com has a large volume of organic traffic which is trending up. They likely have a growing DTC channel. 

Kuvings appears to have a growing DTC channel – their organic traffic DTC is growing rapidly. 

 

Estimated revenue 
Their es�mated monthly US sales are ~345K and 143K in India for a combined total es�mated monthly 
revenue of ~488K a month. This doesn’t include DTC which they are inves�ng in and may be genera�ng 
significant sales. Interes�ngly other 3P sellers are reselling their juicers on Amazon.ca. 

 

 

Figure 5 Kuvings best-selling SKU is a cold press slow juicer 
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Figure 6 Estimated US sales across 6 active ASINs ~345K 

 
Brand List 
Urban Gabru, Prolixir, Yellow Chimes, The Clownfish, The Beter Home, Kuber Industries, Usha Shriram, 
Kuvings, Reach, Strauss, The Buternut Co., Sigriwala, Savya Home, Absorbia, Candes, Rey Naturals, 
Haironic, HealthyHey, Healthvit, Andme, Cheston, Cleno, Ecovacs, Intellilens, Dr. Foot, Encasa, The Bath 
Store, Joker & Witch, Rejusure, Kozicare, Glutalight, Moxie, Mush, Petvit, Smart Greens, Top Gummy, 
Urban Yog, Oralvit, Head, Plantex, Pinnacle, Surya Flame, Interceptor, Raajsi, Man-up, Melbees, Carbinic, 
Ellementry, Gleevers 
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Perch Summary 
Perch is based in Boston MA and has raised over 900M making them one of the largest aggregators. 
Interes�ngly in September it became public that they are currently looking for a buyer. 

Tame the Wild 
Introduction 
Tame the Wild is a specialty beauty brand focused on beard care and they currently have 5 children 
ASINs listed – 3 of which are complete care kits. 

 

Figure 7 Tame the Wild's Amazon Storefront 

Their top selling ASIN is their beard straightening kit which does 300 units per month. 
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Figure 8 Tame the Wild's best-seller which does 11K per month. 

Estimated revenue 
Tame the Wild is doing an es�mated ~30K in sales on Amazon.com. 

 

Figure 9 Sales are 30k in the US and spread across 5 ASINs.  Their best-seller accounts for about 35% of sales. 

They do not have a DTC site and appear to be focused on marketplace. The revenue es�mate is for 
Amazon.com only – they are selling on Walmart for instance as well. 
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Prestee 
Introduction 
Prestee sells disposable party ware like cups, plates, tablecloths, and utensils.  

 

Figure 10 Prestee's Amazon Storefront 

 

Figure 11 Prestee's best-seller is responsible for 43% of estimated US revenue 
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Estimated revenue 
Prestee has only a few parent ASINs but over a dozen children varia�ons. In the US they are es�mated to 
be selling ~182K per month and when taken with amazon.ca they are doing about 202K per month. 

 

Figure 12 Prestee has 19 children ASINs, their best-seller is the Prestee 300 Clear Heavy Duty forks at 4000 units per month and 
43% of total revenue 

 

Other Brands 
CaliWhite, S�na, Baby Merlins Magic Sleepsuit, Pretex, Tame the Wild, Prestee, Zap it, BootyWipes, 
Caretouch, Space Saver, Open Seed Vault 
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Thrasio 
Thrasio has raised 3.4 billion to date – making them massive. It shows in more than just their funding, 
Thrasio has maintained a fairly deep bench of execu�ves with former Amazon execu�ves running a lot of 
the por�olio at this point.  

However, Thrasio has not escaped from bad acquisi�ons or en�re leadership changeovers. It is difficult 
to tell with Thrasio how well their por�olio is doing, and this is just a look at 2 of their brands. 

Veva 
Introduction 
Veva was the most exci�ng brand to look at of the 6, they are in a trending high ASP home category – 
this type of brand has a broad customer base.  

Veva makes home air purifiers and filters. It looks like Veva is focused on the US market but their 
products are available broadly as they are being resold on marketplaces by other sellers. 

 

Figure 13 Veva's Amazon Storefront 
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Figure 14 Veva has 2 air purifiers, one with UV and one without. The Veva 9000 is their best-seller. 

Estimated revenue 

 

Figure 15 Veva has 9 Children ASINs, mostly replacement filters. 

Thirteen Chefs 
Introduction 
Thirteen Chefs is a cu�ng board and mineral oil brand (it is used on wood cu�ng boards). They have a 
decent volume of revenue but with half their revenue coming from a product priced <$13 its hard to 
imagine them throwing off a lot of cash. 
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Figure 16 Thirteen Chefs' Amazon Storefront 

 

Figure 17 Mineral oil is Thirteen Chefs best-selling ASIN, 800 units a month 
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Estimated revenue 
Thirteen Chefs’ revenue in the US is ~205K – with over 50% of that coming from their best-selling 12oz 
mineral oil. They have a few ASINs listed on Canada but it seems like tes�ng mostly without a lot of 
associated revenue. 

 

Other Brands 
Beckham Hotel Collec�on, Veva, Katchy, Guardline, Angry Orange, Turbo Mops, This Worx, Brush Hero, 
Giggle 'N Go, Mendini By Cecilio, ChalkTas�c, Laegendary, Willow & Everet, Thirteen Chefs, Kizen, 
Mixology, Wise Owl Ou�iters, Glow City, TrailBuddy, EEZY, URBNFit, Bikeroo, Cloud Massage, Vybe 
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